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ISOMETRIES OF 71 n Lp

RYSZARD GRZAáLEWICZ

Abstract. Denote by Ll n Lp the Banach space of all functions/such that/ e Ü

and /e Lp with norm |||/||| = maxíH/Hp U/H,,). We give a characterization of

isometries of Ú n Lp and show that T is an isometry if and only if 7" is of the form

Tf = h<S?(f), where 4> is an operator generated by a regular set isomorphism and h is

a suitable function.

In his monograph [1] S. Banach gave the characterization of 7''-isometries. This

result was generalized by J. Lamperti [4]. The isometries of Orlicz spaces were

determined by G. Lumer [5, 6]. For generalizations in various directions see [8, 7, 2,

3].
In this paper we give a characterization of the isometries of 71 n Lp, 1 < p < oo.

Our result is valid for either the real or the complex cases.

Let (X, !F, ¡u) be a a-finite measure space and, as usual, denote by LP(X),

1 < p s£ oo, the class of all measurable functions whose pih power is integrable over

X. Ll(X) n Lp( X) denotes the Banach space consisting of all/such that/ g Ll( X)

and/ g LP(X) with norm

= max -)•

The space L1(X) n LP(X) is a rearrangement-invariant function space. It is isomor-

phic (not isometric) to the Orlicz space L'p( X) with norm

«>0:M £/ dfi < 1

where

<p(0 = /       for / < 1,

tp    forol.

It should be pointed out that if ¡x(X) < oo, then \\f\\x < [ti(X)]1-1/p\\f\\p for

/ g L\X) n Lp(X). In particular, |||/||| = \\f\\p if ¡x(X) < 1. Therefore an isometry

of Ll(X) Fl LP(X) is the L^-isometry and vice versa in the case n(X) < 1. If (X,

&, n) has only atoms with a mass greater than or equal to one, then \\f\\p < ||/||i-

Thus, in particular, ll n lp and Z1 are isometrically isomorphic.
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A set map </>: J5" -» J*7 (defined modulo zero measure sets) is called a regular set

isomorphism if:

(i)4>(X\A) = <p(X)\4>(A),A ^^;
iü)<i>iUf,xA„) = o^xHÁ„) for disjoint A„&&;

(iii) /i(<f>(/4)) = 0 if and only if n(A) = 0,ie5.

A regular set isomorphism induces a positive linear operator, also denoted by (#>,

from the set of (equivalence classes of) measurable functions into itself defined by

1a -» UiAv Clearly, <j>(A) n<¡>(B) = 0 if and only if A n B = 0. Let supp/= {x:

f(x)=tO} for any function/. All statements about sets and functions are modulo

sets of jtt-measure zero.

Note that the description of isometries in Lamperti's Theorem 3.1 [4] is not quite

correct (cf. [2]). Actually, Lamperti has proved that an 7 ''-isometry is of the form

iTf)(x) = h(x)(<t>(f))(x),

where c¡> is a regular set isomorphism and E{\h\p\<¡>(&~)} = d(p. ° c>-1)/<7/i, i.e.

f      \h\" dfi = \ ^?*   ' du    for all A g jr.

Definition. We say that the rj-field J^ has property EW if there exist A G !F, with

p(A) < 1, and a family of sets S c jr with the following properties: (1) for each

disjoint A, B S â? there exist C, T> g #" such that A, B,C, D are disjoint and

1 < p.(C) < oo, 1 < n(D) < oo; (2) {1^: A g S?} is total inL\X).

For instance, if 2 < a < oo, then the interval (0, a), with Lebesgue measurable

subsets as a a-field and Lebesgue measure, has property EW.

Theorem. Let J5" have property EW, and let 7 be an isometry of Ll(X) n 7 ^ A"),

1 < /> < oo. 7/ie/i //We exists a regular set isomorphism <f> and a function h, with

E{\h\  \+(*)) = E{\h\" \4>i&)} = din* fl)/dp,

such that

iTf)(x) = h(x)i<i>if))ix).

We use the following fact.

Lemma. Let gk g Ll( X),k = \,2, 3,4. If

Ihgl  + e2#2 + e3#3 + «^111  = Ikfl  + Ejfoll  + Il£2g2 + «^lll

for all (ex, e2, e3, e4) such that ek == Î of -1, k• = 1,2,3,4, then suppg! and supp g2

are disjoint.

Proof. If \\hx ± h2\\x = \\hx\\x + ||ä2||j for hx, hx g ¿H A"), then hxh2 = 0. There-

fore, by assumption, we have

(gl  + g3)(g2 + «4) = 0,        (g,  - g3)(g2 + g4) = 0.

(gl   + g3)(g2 - g a)  =  °'        Ul   -  g3)(g2  -  g4)  =  °-

Summing the equalities above, we obtain 4gig2 = 0.
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Proof of the Theorem. Observe that for 1, g 7:( A") C\ Lp(X) we have

l^A) HfL(Á)>Í,
\h\

fr(A)     if/i(^)<l.

Let A, B S '& be disjoint with 1 < M(y4) < oo and 1 < n(B) < oo. Obviously,

\\TlA\\p < llll^lll = li(A) and ||ns||„ « ¡i(B). Suppose Unfall, = n(A U B). Then

M(^) +li(B) =\\TlAUB\\p < II^A + ||7TB|L, < M(/f) + tx(Ti).

By the strict convexity of the/?-norm we obtain TlA/¡i(A) = TlB/¡i(B). But this is

impossible, since then we would have

|||7(1,/mU) - 1B/M(*))||| = 0 * \WhMA) - lß/M(7i)|||.

This contradiction shows that ||71,ufi||, = ¡i(A U B), ||71,||, = ¡x(A), and ||71B||,

= p.(B). A similar argument shows that \\Th\\x = fi(A) if \h\ = \A and ¡jl(A) > 1.

Now let A, B G <S be disjoint sets. Let C, D G & be such that 1 < fi(C) < oo,

1 < jtt(7>) < oo, and the sets ,4, 7?, C, 7) are disjoint. Put ek = 1 or -1 for k =

1,2,3,4. We have

||7(e,l, + e2\B + e3lc + e4lD)||, = ¡i(A U B U C U £>)

= ||r(£ll^ + e3lc-)ili + line2lß + £4l0)lli-

By the Lemma supp 71, n supp 71ß = 0. Obviously, supp 71, n supp 71fl = 0

also. Hence,

p(A U 7>) =||7(1, + lfl)||, =1171,11, +\\TlD\\x =\\TlA\\x + ß(D),

so 1171,11, =111,11,.
This shows 7 is an LMsometry on 71(A") n L'/A'), since {1,: /l G S } is total

and 7 maps disjointly supported indicators onto disjointly supported functions.

Further, 7 extends by continuity to an 71-isometry on all of Ll( X).

Now let A, B g jr be disjoint such that fi(A) < 1 and fi(B) < oo. Then |||1,||| >

111,11, =1171,11,. Thus,

111,1=1111,111 = 111^111 = 11^1,^.

Put e > 0 so small that

\\TilA+elB)\\p>\\T(\A+e\B)\\x    and     ||l, + dB||, > ||l, + elB\\x.

We have

||71,||; + e"||7lX =||7(1, + elB)\\Pp =|||7(1, + ûB)\\f = |||1, + ÛB\\\"

= l|l, +dX=ll1X + eÍlX'

so ||71B||   = yigll,,. Therefore, 7is also an 7''-isometry.

From this and the correct version of Lamperti's Theorem 3.1 [4] (in the case

P = 1)'
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Tf=h<p{f),
where <p is an operator generated by a regular set isomorphism. We have

E{\h\\^)} = ä^f1 = E{\h\P\^)}

because 7 is an 71- and 7''-isometry. It should be pointed out that these equalities

can also be written for p = 2 since 7 maps functions with disjoint supports to

functions with disjoint supports.

Example. £{|77| \<t>(^)} = E{\h\p\<p(^)} *» \h\ = \h\p. The spaces 7'(0, oo) n

7^(0, oo) and 71(-oo, oo) Pi Lp(-co, oo) are isometrically isomorphic because there

exists an invertible measure-preserving transformation t: (-oo, oo) —► (0, oo) (e.g.,

r(x) = \x + [x]\). Thus, consider now an operator 7: 7L(0, oo) n Lp(0, oo) -»

71(-oo, oo) n Lp(-ao, oo) defined by

(Tf\(   \ = iaf(~x/a)     forA' < °-

[J,[X)     \bfix/ß)      forx^O,

where a, ß, a, b are positive and satisfy aa + bß = apa + bpß = 1. Obviously,

77= M/),    where/iW={«    £*<¡¡|

<p(A) = (-aA) U (ßA) (yA = {yx: jei},yeR).We have

Now let 1 < px < p2 < oo. If we choose a, ß, a, b > 0 such that ¿/'''a + bPlß =

aP2a + bPlß = 1, then 7, defined as above, is an LPl- and 7^-isometry, but not

necessarily an isometry for other/? g [1, oo ). This example breaks down Corollary

3.1 in [4]. It should be noted that if 1 < px < p2 < oo and 0 < a < 1 < b (or

a > 1 > b > 0) then the solutions to our equations give us positive a, ß.

A function t: X -» X is called an invertible measure-preserving transformation if

t~' exists, t and t~' are measurable, and jli(t(^)) = ¡i(A) for all A g Jf.

Corollary. Let T be a surjective isometry of 7L(0, oo) n 7^(0, oo), 1 < /? < oo.

Then there exists an invertible measure-preserving transformation t: (0, oo) —> (0, oo)

and a measurable function r with \r\ = 1 such that

(Tf)(x) = rix)rir(x)).

Acknowledgement. I am indebted to the referee for his very helpful remarks.
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